Introduction
Relevance of the topic. Currency board is counting its second decade as a successful monetary regime, which lets quite a few economies through the financial hardships that global economies encountered during the last 20 years, such as European ERM currency crisis in 1992-1993, Asian financial crisis in 1997-1998, Russian financial crisis in 1998 and dot.com bubble burst in 2001. Another global crisis hit the whole world economy in [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] and by its scale is compared to the Great depression of 1930s. Despite the severe global contraction, liquidity problems and contagion effect around the financial markets, Currency Board countries withstood pressure without any major local currency devaluation.
Conventional wisdom about the Currency Board at the beginning of 1990s was quite optimistic, however became more ambiguous after Argentina abandoned the regime and devalued its local currency. Currency Board was criticized for many shared drawbacks with gold standard. On the other extreme we have Estonia, which introduced Currency Board in 1992, withstood major speculative attack against its currency in 1997-1998 and has been recently admitted to the euro zone "club", successfully closing the case of Currency Board.
Another parallel was drawn between floating Icelandic exchange rate regime and Currency Board in Baltic States, whereby the sustainability and stability issues were compared between the two. Recent financial crisis left no doubts about the susceptibility and incompatibility of small and open economy and freely floating exchange rate regime. Conversely, Currency Board regime proved its benefit as it offered great stability and credibility restoring mechanism.
Objective of scientific research is to analyze the role of Currency Board during the historical financial crises as well as the recent one, and to substantiate its benefits and drawbacks for small and open economies in particular.
Methods.
For the purpose to analyze the Currency Board role during the previous as well as recent financial turmoil it was referred to the systematic and comparative analysis of scientific literature, analysis of statistical data, methods of logical abstraction and inference generation.
Scientific Problem. While there is quite a lot of literature (Ho & Ho, 2009; Aniunas, Nedzveckas & Krusinskas, 2009; Jackson, 2008; Nedzvedskas & Aniunas, http://dx.doi.org/10.5755/j01.ee. 22.4.714 -393 -2007; Solheim, 2003; Hanke, 2002; Gulde, Kahkonen, Keller, 2000; Spiegel, 1998; Enoch & Gulde, 1998) examining the Currency Board, comparing it to alternative exchange rate system and analyzing the effect of the regime on the financial system and whole economy, the recent crisis is not yet investigate from the point of exchange rate system. Thus the Currency Board has revived as relatively new topic and needs to be examined in a framework of recent crisis.
Many of the scientific works on Currency Board (Gurtner, 2002; Gulde-Wolf & Willingen, 2009; Keiser, 2008; Thorp, Townsend, Edmonds, 2009; Pilinkus & Boguslauskas, 2009 ) are usually designated to one particular case, e.g., Argentina's case, Hong Kong Currency Board case, etc. however, there is a lack of more systematic approach towards the theoretical aspects and empirical cases of Currency Board.
Theorization is not a popular tool within the Currency Board. Authors are not trying to find patterns within common exchange rate system, because it is hard to develop a feasible model due to limited history of the Currency Board regime. However, we have briefly described the so called concept of deficit "stabilization mechanism" in the last part of the article.
Currency board: theoretical aspects
As IMF paper published in 2004 puts it, Currency Board is "a monetary regime based on an explicit legislative commitment to exchange domestic currency for a specified foreign currency at a fixed exchange rate, combined with restrictions on the issuing authority to ensure the fulfilment of its legal obligation" (IMF, 2004) . This implies that domestic currency will be issued only against foreign exchange and that it remains fully backed by foreign assets (typically more than 100% of monetary base), eliminating traditional Central Bank functions, such as monetary control and lender-of-last-resort, and leaving no scope for discretionary monetary policy.
Above described Currency Board model is called "orthodox Currency Board", which purports to be classical Currency Board regime with its strict practice of predetermined rules -the regime there no exceptions towards aforementioned bullets apply. As IMF (2004) remarks, "some flexibility may still be afforded, depending on how strict the banking rules of the Currency Board arrangements are", which lead us to a "soft" application of Currency Board as in Argentina's case to be described later.
E. Levy-Yeyati and F. Sturzenegger (2003) defines Currency Board as "an exchange rate agreement in which the exchange rate is fixed to an anchor currency and the Central Bank operates with precluded monetary rules". However, these authors restrict any kind of money base expansion until equivalent amount of foreign currency is accumulated. From a practical point of view this means that the Central Bank has no independent monetary policy and that it creates or contracts the money supply only as the result of its interventions in the foreign exchange market. If there is excess demand for domestic currency, capital will flow in (probably in response to an increase in interest rates) and the Central Bank, by acquiring these flows, will expand the money supply. If there is excess supply of domestic currency, the Central bank will take in this excess supply by giving away international assets, thus contracting the money supply. According to E. LevyYeyati and F. Sturzenegger (2003) monetary policy rules are implemented by forcing the Central Bank to have full backing of domestic money base with international reserves, though in some cases Currency Board does not require a one to one backing of the monetary base. However, all authors (Jackson, 2008; Gurtner, 2002; Gulde-Wolf & Willingen, 2009; Sergi, Hsing, 2010; Wang & Lee, 2010; Hsing & Sergi, 2009 ) unambiguously agree that even not equivalent monetary base backing precludes the conduct on an independent monetary policy or puts it beyond very strict limits. When discussing the choice of exchange rate regime S. Fischer (2001) notices that the choice between hard peg and floating depends in part on the characteristics of the economy, and in part on its inflationary history. The choice of a hard peg makes sense for the countries with long history of monetary instability, and/or for a country closely integrated in both its capital and currency account transactions with another or group of the economies. An exchange rate peg has been successfully used to disinflate from high inflation without cause of crisis, but it also raised many externalities, which is practically inevitable (Sergi, Hsing, 2010; Wang & Lee, 2010; Hsing & Sergi, 2009; Khenzu, 2008; Aizeman & Reuven, 2005 Advantages of Currency Board. The main advantage that ascribed to a Currency Board is the credibility gains that it allows, helping deliver lower inflation and better fiscal results (Institute of International Economics, 2004) . The argument is plain simple: a Currency Board represents a strong commitment that if broken can have a large and costly effect on expectations. Because politicians fear this loss of credibility, while in place the Currency Board lowers inflation expectations and inflation itself, and should provide the incentives for an improvement in fiscal behavior. Ghosh, Gulde, and Wolf (1998) drawing on a dataset for all IMF countries between 1970 and 1996, found that countries with Currency Boards deliver an inflation rate that was about 4% lower. That is a sizable effect. Moreover, Currency Board exchange regime bolsters the credibility of the monetary authorities who might, otherwise, experience difficulty in maintaining an exchange rate peg. E. Levy-Yeyati and F. Sturzenegger (2001) supported the arguments of negative correlation between fixed exchange rate regime and inflation.
The predictability and rule-based nature of a Currency Board are two of its biggest advantages. Like any fixed exchange-rate system, a Currency Board offers the prospect of a stable exchange rate, which can promote both trade -394 -and investment. Its strict discipline also brings benefits that ordinary exchange-rate pegs lack. Profligate governments, for instance, cannot use the Central Bank's printing presses to fund large deficits, as "The Economist" magazine (1997) notes. Fatas and Rose (2001) add that fixed exchange rate regime is associated with stricter fiscal policy because of the credibility role of economic policy. Since many exchange rate devaluations are associated with fiscal deficit and severe problems of credibility for government and Central Banks, tighter fiscal policy becomes a required element in any exchange rate based stabilization.
Lastly, Currency Board may also have an effect on trade as a result of the stability it induces on the exchange rate, an effect similar to the one that has been identified for the countries that adopt a common currency with other countries, e.g. Euro zone. This exercise is specifically undertaken in Frankel and Rose (2002) who find that the effect of a Currency Board is a more than tripling of trade. Thus the trade motive for a Currency Board seems to be important.
Disadvantages of Currency Board. Ghosh and Ostry (2009) found three major downsides to more rigid exchange rate. First, such regimes severely constrain the use of the macroeconomic policies, in particular monetary policy, which is handicapped with respect to sub-serve of expansionary fiscal policy during an economic downturn. However, one would argue that stability sometimes might serve as a more solid weapon in the fight with downturn, as opposed to most economic literature. The "impossible trinity" of simultaneously maintaining a pegged exchange rate, open capital account, and an independent monetary policy is well established.
Secondly, Ghosh and Ostry (2009) also found that pegged regimes are associated with greater susceptibility to currency and financial crisis, such as debt crises, a sudden stop in capital flows, or banking crises. The study underlines that crisis contagion is even more likely in developing and emerging countries. This argument again opposes to a counterargument of more stability during turmoil time.
Thirdly, pegged exchange rate regime impedes timely external adjustment and, because the real exchange rate does not adjust, it has a great impact on output and economic activity. To our mind, this is the only sound drawback of the Currency Board, because trade imbalance does more harm than brings benefit, whereas an exchange rate is the most important component of trade equilibrium. Fixed exchange rate regime is tending to misbalance the trade, due to inability of currency to adjust quickly.
There is another sound argument against currency board, which is inability of central bank to act as a last resort lender in order to restore market players' confidence during the extraordinary financial market environment.
Lastly, it is worth putting a gold standard issue on the table. As N. Lewis (2008) remarks, "a gold standard is essentially a Currency Board linked to gold". This implies all the drawbacks of gold standard as Milton Friedman spend decades advocating, including inflexibility of an exchange rate to adjust to the economic activity, absence of monetary policy tools, prolonged economic recessions caused by the lack of flexibility and the last but not the least the threat of deflation.
The table below summarizes aforementioned advantages as well as disadvantages of Currency Board regime. 
Historical examples of Currency Board during crisis
The second part of the article examines three historically important Currency Board events and argues that Currency Board was an optimal exchange rate regime during the downturn period. Firstly, it is expedient to take a close look at how Estonia managed to sustain the "speculative attack" against its currency, later we present the case of speculative attack against Hong Kong dollar, and lastly the reasons of why Argentina abandoned its Currency Board will be examined. Essentially, three historically prominent examples of Currency Boards will be researched: 2 successful and 1 unsuccessful cases.
Speculative attack against Estonian krooner. As Grigaliunas and Navickas (2000) concluded, Currency Board regime protects Central Banks from speculative attacks only if banking sector is stable. The other precondition is banks' confidence in fiscal and Central Bank policy. If there are concerns and doubts that government policy is not directed towards keeping fixed exchange rate regime, the Currency Board is not a "safe harbor" with respect to protecting value of money. Nevertheless, Estonian reserves stood at a proper level as the attack was established in 1997-1998, fiscal budget was in balance, and bad loan portfolio looked stable. Beside that, the GDP rose at a quick rate signaling a solid fundamental background of Estonia economy. Despite above mentioned facts, speculators saw risk arising from 11% current account deficit, overvalued real exchange rate and worse competitive position in terms of overvalued currency. On the top of that, speculators expected the Russian economic crisis to hit Estonia hardly, and eventually found solid arguments to establish speculative attack. The trigger of speculative attack was pulled by "The Economist" journal, which forecasted the Thailand scenario crisis and suggested Estonia to abandon Currency Board.
The main players of the speculative attack against Estonian kroner were Scandinavian and London banks. London investment banks were selling huge packages of Estonian kroner at the same time entering into forward contracts with Scandinavian banks, while Scandinavian banks started to cover naked positions through Estonian banks. The liquidity dried up in a couple of days, Estonian banks widened forward spreads and within only 4 days speculators surrendered.
There was the second, more organized, speculative attack a few months latter, which took about 6 months for speculators to form their position and eventually fail. This time, speculators used more complicated tools in order not to intimidate Estonian banks and stay in line with liquidity.
Ironically, the attack has ended without even a chance of serious damage -as Scandinavian banks acquired major share packages of two biggest banks: Hansapank and Eesti Uhispank. The initial trouble-spot insensibly evaded, and no reasons for speculative attack were longer present.
The graph below (Figure 1 ) demonstrates the reaction of Tallinn interbank interest rates. Most common 3 month borrowing rates between Tallinn based banks surged to as much as 15% to 17% during the speculative attack.
The speculative attack against Estonia kroner is a good example of benefit achieved through an appropriate monetary policy regime, as such a small economy managed to protect its domestic currency during a series of devaluation cases at that time (Thailand bath, Indonesian rupee, Taiwanese dollar, Russian rouble, etc.). Hong Kong was one of the world biggest financial and business centers and could not simply allow Currency Board to solve all the issues with respect to attack (the liquidity to dry up and interest rate rise), because it could had affected interest rate-sensitive real estate and financial sectors. Eventually, Hong Kong had to intervene in the market in order to curb speculator's actions.
In October, 1997, a massive speculative attack took place against the Hong Kong dollar (see Figure 2) . As Kenneth Kasa (1999) recalls, the interbank interest rates soared into triple digits, and one-month interest rates hit 50%. Although high interest rates successfully repelled this initial attack, it turned out that "Black Thursday" was just the beginning. Major attacks also occurred in January, June, and August of 1998. The prolonged period of high interest rates took a serious toll on Hong Kong's economy, which is heavily dependent on real estate and financial services sectors. Economic output declined by over 5% during 1998. Controversial two week government intervention with the aim of punishing currency speculators was criticized for being detrimental to the reputation as one of the world's financial centre. Instead of being a regulator, the government has become "a player, a very key player" as M. Wong and T. Lee (1998) The unconventional wisdom about Argentina was that peso had to be devalued because its Currency Board link to the dollar had made it overvalued, making the Argentine economy uncompetitive and stifling economic growth. As Hanke and Schuler (2002) states, Currency Board in Argentina has never been well understood, either in its strengths or its weaknesses.
Argentina's Central Bank was never subject to any maximum ratio of foreign reserve, as opposed to classic (orthodox) model of Currency Board, where minimum of 100% in reserves has to be maintained. In fact, most of Currency Board regime countries saved additional 5-10% in reserves to guard against losses. Over the year 2001, Argentina's Central Bank had a ratio of foreign reserves to monetary liabilities that varied from a high of 193% on February 23 to a low of 82% at year-end (Hanke and Schuler, 2002) . The Central Bank received foreign reserves through the IMF loan on September, but has depleted them by lending to commercial banks and indirectly supporting the market of government bonds, since government bonds were used as collateral for many loans.
The holding of domestic assets and varying of the ratio of foreign reserves to monetary liabilities meant that Central Bank engaged in a discretionary policy of sterilized intervention, which a classical Currency Board does not advocate. The problem with the policy was that it forced a monetary authority to attempt to hit simultaneously two possible incompatible targets -an exchange rate target and money supply target. The convertibility system thus eventually encounter the problem common to all pegged exchange rates: which target to hit when the two come into conflict? Argentina chose the money-supply target, which meant giving up fixed exchange rate regime.
To remember 1991, the year when Currency Board has been approved, Argentina has been suffering triple digit inflation, and couldn't find its way out of the problem. In a matter of approx. 1-1.5 year the inflation as well as the rest of the public finances had been stabilized (see Figure 3) . Despite currency crisis contagion in other countries during the period (European Monetary system crisis in 1992-1993, which led to a huge number of speculative attacks against European currencies and failure of Bank of England to protect pound against Soros attack) Argentina withstood the period very well and even managed to bring down its inflation rate from more than 80% in the end of 1991, to just 17.6 by the end of 1992, and to around 7% by the end of 1993 (Bloomberg Market Data, 2010) . Currency Board definitely deserves part of the credit for stabilizing inflation. As seen from the graph below, inflation soared as Currency Board has been abandoned and Argentina never managed to bring inflation down to the level of what they had under Currency Board.
Argentina successfully withstood Asian crisis in 1997, Russian crisis in 1998 and dot.com bubble in 2000, but "soft" negligent attitude towards Currency Board, variation of exchange rate management, dubious political actions, prolonged recession and talks about overvalued currency led to regime abandonment. Even though Hanke and Schuler (2002) argue that there were not many signs indicting currency overvaluation, weak government as well as public disputes, were the main factors leading to Currency Board withdrawal and subsequent peso devaluation. 
Currency Board in the current economic crisis
The third part of the article is dedicated to recent financial developments in Iceland and Baltic States. Firstly, we examine the "miracle" of Iceland's economy and investigate the main reasons of what went wrong in previously glorified economy. Secondly, we take a closer look at the Baltic States economies with an attempt to justify the benefit of Currency Board.
Iceland -from "economic miracle" to reality. Before the crisis Icelandic people had one of the highest incomes in the world and Icelandic banks and companies were buying up huge swathes of the British High Street (ELTA, 2009). Iceland privatized and deregulated its banking system in 2001, assured strong government support and allowed their banks as well as external debt to grow approx. 10 times the size of their economy (Varblane, 2008) . With an economy that become increasingly dependent on financial services, the global financial crisis began to affect Iceland in 2007, despite the fact that Iceland's banks had limited sub-prime mortgage market exposure. As three major banks were nationalized confidence dried up, Central Bank of Iceland was forced to abandon its attempts to peg the Icelandic kroner at approx. 130 krona per euro in order to save all foreign reserves they had. The next day the Icelandic krona was trading at approx. 340 per euro following the trading restrictions the day after (see Figure 4) . Icelandic krona trading have been suspended a number of times which took different forms and legislations, eventually stabilizing at a level of approx. 180 krona per euro -i.e., 50% lower comparing to the level of pre-crisis period (Bloomberg Market Data, 2010) .
Moreover, the financial turmoil led to a huge economic downturn and exacerbated fundamentals: unemployment rose from 1% to approx. 8-9%, inflationfrom 5% to 18%, OMX Iceland 15 index fell by more than 90%, banking sector end up frozen with many lawsuits and disputes from other countries.
Was there a single chance for such a small and open economy to avoid immense depreciation and keep its exchange rate stable? The answer is negative, at least not with a floating exchange rate regime. The other question is whether Currency Board regime would have been a viable alternative which could save Iceland from severe depreciation. 0  20  40  60  80  100  120  140  160  180  200 Jan-06
Jul-06 Jan-07 Jul-07 Jan-08 Jul-08 Jan-09 Jul-09 Jan-10 Figure 4 . Spot rate of euro and Icelandic krona, EUR/ISK As Iceland financial sector collapsed there were many concerns about the future of the Baltic States (Melnikas, 2008a) . While comparing Iceland and Estonia financials Varblane (2008) underlines 3 core differences between the countries: a) the size and importance of banking sector in the economy, b) the exchange rate system, and c) public debt and stabilization reserves. The author concludes that fighting against devaluation is costly for small Icelandic Central Bank and almost impossible to execute alone. It requires extraordinary measures like the restriction on capital outflow. As Varblane (2008) infers the exchange rate system was an important fact which led to such a different scenarios for two countries: survival of the Baltics and crash of Iceland (Mistzal, 2009; Saboniene, 2009; Gailius, 2009; Ginevicius, 2009; Melninkas, 2008b) .
Baltic States -a good example of Currency Board during the global crisis of 2007-2010? Despite many speculations and preconceived notion that eventually the Baltic countries will have to abandon their exchange rate regime and devalue national currency due to weak fundamentals such as huge current account deficit, real estate bubble, overvalued currencies etc., the Baltics managed to withstand the darkest period (Belinskaja & Galiniene, 2010; Pilinkus, 2010; Martinkus, Stoskus, Berzinskiene, 2009) . Moreover, there are many fundamental signs of stabilizing financials, banking sector and improving trade balance. As from the graph below ( Figure 5 ), 5 year EUR currency denominated credit default swaps (CDS's) are steadily stabilizing at a level of 100 and 200-250 in Estonia and Lithuania, respectively. Decreasing CDS's indicate diminishing risk of government loan default that foreign investors (government bond buyers) conceive. For instance, in the beginning of 2009 Lithuania 5y EUR CDS peaked at approx. 800 bps, meaning that a bond (debt) investor willing to hedge his positions in case of Lithuania default shall be paying as much as 8% of the underlying loan size.
Interestingly, CDS of Lithuania and Estonia were following pretty much the same pattern, and the spread only widened recently, after Estonia was officially invited to join euro zone in 2011.
The fear of devaluation in the face of global crisis let interbank interest rates to 7% and 10% in Estonia and Lithuania, respectively. However, as the risk faded away and interbank interest rates converged to the euro interest rate level. As shown in the graph below ( Figure 6 ) interbank interest rates of most common 6 months term plummeted in 2010, and currently stands at the level of 2005. The spread between VILIBOR and EURIBOR widened to as much as 8% at the peak of turmoil, bottoming out at 1% in the beginning of 2010. One of the most important economic activities which demonstrate intensity of pressure on the local currency is current account balance. As current account deficit widens for a prolonged time the pressure on currency increases, signaling the overvalued exchange rate and uncompetitive export goods. From the graph below (Figure 7 ), Lithuania and Estonia had incurable account deficits for many years, but the account has completely shifted into surplus within less than one year signaling an easing pressure on local currency. On the other hand, there are plenty of exacerbated economic indictors such as high unemployment rate, huge government deficit (in Lithuania only), unprecedented GDP contraction and falling real estate prices. Current ground of the Baltic States is still fragile and highly dependent on the global situation; however major Scandinavian banks (Nordea Markets, 2009 ) are seeing first "green shoots".
Recently, Lithuania managed to borrow quite a substantial amount in international capital markets by issuing international USD and EUR denominated bonds. Both, Estonia and Lithuania, stayed on their own without borrowing from IMF, which would have imposed heavy fiscal restrictions. Lastly, both countries managed to keep their currency stable despite close geographical relations with Latvia, which had the worst situation and was unconventionally put as the trouble-spot in the Baltic region.
While assessing Currency Board effect on Lithuania Alonso-Gamo, Fabrizio, Kramarenko, and Wang (2002) conclude: "The Currency Board served Lithuania well since its inception. It encouraged adjustment in unstable political environment with populist pressure, which, in turn strengthened credibility…>". IMF conjectures that Lithuania could barely withstand the Russian crisis of 1998-1999 because of its close trade relations under any other exchange rate regime than Currency Board.
When asked about Currency Board advantages to Lithuania during the current crisis, S. Hanke (2009) replied that Currency Board definitely mitigated the pain of the global crisis. He thinks that "things would be worse if Lithuania had any other type of exchange rate regime". He also blames EU commission and the ECB for prohibiting Lithuania from joining the EMU just because of inflation being hundredth above the requirement.
The concept of self-stabilizer mechanism may serve as a valuable generalization of the discussion. The mechanism discloses that lack of monetary policy discretion and inability to "print" money seeking to finance government spending, as it is required under Currency Board, enables to avoid inflation and regain confidence and credibility of exchange rate. Therefore, the selfstabilizer mechanism clearly reveals benefits of the Currency Board (see Figure 8) . When a small and open economy is experiencing economic downturn and is not able to generate enough income to support its public spending the public sector deficit emerges. Lithuania suffered an unprecedented economic contraction in 2008-2009 and ended up with 8-10% budgetary hole, huge credibility problem and risk of currency devaluation. Due to Currency Board rigidity Lithuania was not able to use any monetary policy (quantitative easing) and was forced to drastically cut its public spending as it was the only option government had. The austerity measures had to be even stricter, because of liquidity contagion around the international capital markets and consequential inability to borrow abroad. As Lithuanian government was forced to implement severe austerity measures and in fact did it successfully, the confidence and credibility with respect to the currency was regained.
To our mind, Currency Board in Lithuania played an extremely important role in keeping the exchange rate stable during the 2008-2010 global economic downturns. Moreover, the Currency Board was an important trigger which forced Lithuanian government to cut public expenditures hereby working as an automatic stabilizer.
Conclusions
This article examined the determinants of the sustainability of Currency Boards during the financial and economic turbulence.
Currency Board is a hard peg regime, where Central Bank has no discretionary power to pursue monetary policy and is only eligible for assuring the maintenance of appropriate level of foreign reserve currency. The regime is said to have the following advantages: credibility gains and stability, inflation remedy, trade benefit and public sector stabilizer effect. Currency Board has material drawbacks as well: no discretionary policy option, susceptibility to external crises and impediment of timely currency adjustment of trade imbalances.
Speculative attacks against Estonia and Hong Kong confirms the fact that Currency Board requires strong banking sector and support from government in order to withstand the speculative attack.
The failure of the Argentine Currency Board was largely due to the lack of credibility in keeping the Currency Board functioning, which made the Currency Board highly vulnerable to changes in expectations.
Due to openness and relatively small size of the economy, Iceland suffered a severe devaluation, thus, when comparing Iceland with the Baltic States, the authors suggest that Currency Board regime was an important provision for the success of the Baltics and failure of Iceland during the recent crisis.
Recent financial indicators suggest a significant improvement in the Baltic State's interbank interest rates, current account balance, risk of currency devaluation and public sector balance. Both Estonia and Lithuania recorded positive GDP growth figures in the 2Q of 2010 and once again strengthened the recovery fact. The Currency Board is credited for its adherence to the overall credibility of economies with respect to keeping exchange rate stable.
The public sector deficit stabilizer effect is a concept, which in case of a big budgetary deficit, disallows discrete monetary policy and forces government to implement austerity measures at the same time restoring confidence within the whole economy.
In conclusion, the role of Currency Board regime is significant particularly in small and open economies as it has been proved in the paper. Economic crises are easier to cope with the Currency Board and such countries successfully fight inflation, achieve faster economic recovery, and maintain greater fiscal and monetary discipline. Stable exchange rates, disciplined rule-based nature promote both trade and investment. Lithuania is not an exception of this rule and, thanks to the Currency Board regime, it could withstand the Russian crisis of 1998-1999 and the pain of the present global crisis was not as hard as it might be without the Currency Board regime.
